OFF THE RAILS – TRLX Market Highlight
Prime sheep & lambs - Monday 4th July, 2016
6239 (2293) head = 4498 (1569) lambs + 1741 (724) sheep
NB. Numbers/prices in brackets are last week’s figures.

Numbers almost tripled after two weeks of wet and
windy conditions. The market was still strong but the
increased supply meant that last week’s record price of
$204 stayed intact.

LAMBS
Top price of $182 ($204) ($200) for lambs was shared by
Les and Gwen Coddington, Gunnedah for their lambs
(pictured top left) sold through G&C and Roger and
Geraldine Bomford, Barraba who sold their lambs (no
picture sorry) through NLP. Les and Gwen also had the
top priced lambs last week. Other highlights included:
lambs sold by CP on account Wendouree Grazing made
$180.
Dorper lambs (pictured 2nd from top) sold to $140 ($187)
and were sold by NLP on account Graham Easey. Suckers
sold to $138 (NQ) and hoggets sold to $110.50 ($119).

SHEEP
Ewes sold to $122 ($106) and ewes and lambs sold to $122 ($186) for
Dorper ewes and lambs sold by NLP on account Graham Easey. Other
highlights included 101 1st x 2010 drop ewes (pictured bottom) sold by IML
on account Craig Pike, Werris Creek for $112. 1273 (438) ewes averaged
$74.50 ($72) 419 (NQ) wethers sold to $100 ($50) and 20 (NQ) rams sold
to $70 ($76).

Additional photos can be viewed on
our Facebook page under Tamworth
Regional Livestock Exchange. You can also get “live prices” while the sale is in
progress.

Written by: Michelle Mawhinney, TLSAA based on information provided by agents and sale reports generated by Livestock Exchange.
Disclaimer: Information is correct at time of publication. While every effort is made to provide accurate figures no responsibility is taken for
errors in reporting. For further information contact your preferred TLSAA selling agent.
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